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LAUNCH X-431PRO3V5.0 

Consumer Choice for years 

Brand-New Design with 10.1 Inches sunlight readable gorilla glass screen and DOIP.\/CAN 

FD Function X-431PRO3V5.0 is always the better choice for customers. 

In addition, it supports extension module: endoscope and anti-theft key matching 

intelligent diagnosis' technology, which integrates the application advantages of mobile 

Internet, is the first in the industry. And also it can automatically identify vehicle 

information and complete rapid diagnosis. Moreover users can also check online vehicle 

maintenance records. 
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Features 

 New Diagnostic VCI for DBSCar VII Supports more communication protocols , such 

as CANFD, DoIP etc 

 Wireless communication offers flexible and easy connections for diagnostics. A 

cabled connection offers a fast and stable connection for advanced work like coding. 

 Full system vehicle coverage for U.S, ASIAN and AMERICAN, EUROPIEAN markets 

over110 manufacturers. The Vehicle coverage is continuously updating to cover 

more. 

 A total of over 30,000 guided function for VW and AUDI are supported 

 Full diagnostic functionality includes comprehensive OBDII diagnostic, read/clear 

DTCs, bi-directional control, remote diagnosis, live data streaming, coding etc 

 Optional ADAS calibration function increases more revenue  

 Expand the diagnostic functionalities of X-431PRO3V5.0 via the “MALL” Online  

 One-Stop info center includes vehicle repair information and the latest updates 

 Review the previous diagnostic reports by tapping the menu of the Diagnostic 

History 

 Built-in repair information and training videos help to track and fix issues fast. 

*Need extra DoIP Cable  

 

33 Service Function 
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Vehicle Coverage 

Asian 
Mahindra (India), Maruti (India), Hyundai, Tata (India), Honda, Toyota, Nissan, Ssangyong , 
ISUZU, KIA, LEXUS, Mazda, Mahindra, Maruti, Tata, Mitsubishi and Many  more  
 

American:  
 Buick, Fiat, GM, Jeep, Ford, Chevrolet, Holden, Lincoln and many more  
 

European: 
  Audi, BMW, Fiat, Bentley, Seat, Skoda, Volvo, VW, Euroford, Aston martin,  
   Jaguar, Maserati, Lancia, Landrover, Lamborghini, Ferrari, Benz, Porsche, KIA      
   Renault and many more 
 

ADD-ON Modules 

  

Specification 


